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Eritrean Community Festival in Qatar
the Festival in which Eritrean
nationals in Qatar, dignitaries
from the Qatari Foreign Ministry
and members of the diplomatic
corps took part.
The Ambassador gave seminar
on the state of affairs at home and
the role of citizens in the Diaspora
in national development drive.
He underlined that extensive
development activities are in
progress on the basis of integrated
popular effort and the leadership.
The Eritrean Community
Festival in Qatar has concluded
with enthusiasm. The Festival,
which was conducted from 23
to 27 November, witnessed the

manifestation of patriotic zeal,
according to reports.
Eritrea’s
Ambassador
to
Qatar, Mr. Ali Ibrahim, opened

Donation to the
Martyrs Trust Fund

Ambassador Ali further stated
that the annual festivals Eritrean
community members organize
constitute vital forums for
discussion on national issues and
bequeathing the noble national
values to the young generation.
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Harat Transportation Company
Expands Services
Harat Transportation Company
is working to enhance capacity and
expand services throughout the
country, according to Brig. General
Berhane Tsehaye, Head of the
Company.
Brig. General Berhane said
that the company has 370 buses
working in 75% of the villages
across the country. Noting that
provision of reliable transportation
service is among the priorities of
the government, he added that the
Company has opened 147 lines.
Brig. General Berhane pointed
out that the Company, which started
its business with one dispatching
station in Asmara, has 19 dispatching
stations and 14 sub stations all

over the 6 regions and provides
transportation service to 18 thousand
passengers daily. He also said that
the Company is working to expand
services to more destinations.
Noting that the company provides
service in accordance with the fair
price proclaimed by the Ministry of
Transportation and Communications,
he called on passengers to use the
buses responsibly.
The Head of the Harat
Transportation Company in the
Central region, Mr. Abraham
Fesehagergish, also pointed out that
the Company is toiling to expand
services, while noting that there 223
buses deployed in the region alone
so far.

The festival featured seminar
on the objective situation in the
homeland and the resilience of the
Eritrean people, village pavilions
depicting the nation’s cultural
diversity,
national
artifacts
exhibition as well as artistic and
cultural performances.

Endagergis-Maimine: Road Renovation
The Eritrean youths in Israel and
Frankfurt, Germany, have donated
around 13 thousand Dollars and
3,860 Euro towards the Martyrs
Trust Fund.

explained that the youth in Israel,
who are organized under the
‘Finot’ Association, have taken the
initiative to support 120 families of
martyrs.

According to report, 18 youth
from Israel have contributed 720
Dollars each in support of 18
families of martyrs. The Charge
d’Affairs at the Eritrean Embassy
in the country, Mr. Solomon Kinfe,

In the same vein, Eritrean
nationals in Frankfurt and its
environs, at an event organized by
the Eritreans National Committee,
donated 3,860 Euro for the same
cause.

Training for Health
Practitioners
The Health Ministry’s branch in Southern Red Sea region has organized
training for 17 health practitioners including 5 females on counseling. The
training comprised both theory and practice and covered the prevention of
HIV/AIDS and the newly introduced treatment and counseling
The Head of the Health Ministry’s branch in the region, Mr. Asefaw
Gebremichael, explained that the objective of the initiative is to enhance
the knowledge of health practitioners in counseling.
The trainees on their part said that the initiative would make significant
contribution in boosting their knowledge regarding HIV/AIDS and its
treatment.

The 42 Km-long dirt road
linking Endagergis with Maimine
is undergoing renovation through
a concerted effort of the National
Construction Companies and
members of the Popular Forces,
according to report from the area.
Residents of Maimine subzone
said that the road has been damaged
due to flooding and that they have
been facing difficulties carrying
out their daily activities, especially
transporting agricultural produce to

the market and patients to nearby
health facilities.
The coordinator of the program,
Mr. Tekle Tesfamichael, indicated
that the needed human resource
and machineries are engaged in
the undetaking. He also pointed
out that the renovation activity
includes construction of bridges and
expansion of the road.
The Administrator of Maimine
sub-zone,
Mr.
Frewengel

Teklehaimanot, on his part indicated
that transportation problem has
been a challenge the residents were
encountering and that with the
renovation of the road their problem
will be solved.
He added that a new generator has
been put in place in the township of
Maimine generating daily eight hours
electricity and that a similar project is
underway to enable the surrounding
villages become beneficiaries of
electric power supply.
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“The Right to Health”
Makda Solomon
HIV/AIDS is one of the
pandemic diseases in history
which made people lose those
they love and respect and slowed
down development of states. It
has destroyed individual’s life and
nation’s development. Millions
of the working force of the world
population died because of AIDS
and this has had impact on the
social and economic aspects of
the world society. December
1st was designated as the world
AIDS day in 1988 to raise the
awareness of people about AIDS,
to give love and respect to those
who live with the virus and to
remember those who died because
of HIV/AIDS.
In a healthy human body, white
blood cells act as body soldiers.
The CD4 cells are one type of
white blood cells, whose existence
in full amount can protect a body
from any kind of diseases. The
HIV virus has the power to attack
the CD4 and lower its amount in
a body, lowering the immunity of
a body in a very short period of
time which eventually leads to
complete lack of immunity. HIV
virus takes a long time to turn to
AIDS if the infected person takes
care of him/herself by taking
ARV (anti retro viral therapy)
medicines properly. Otherwise
the virus can develop to AIDs
in a very short period of time,
leaving no time for the patient to
be cured.
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HIV/AIDS is a communicable
disease and can be transmitted
from one person to another through
sexual intercourse, from mother
to an embryo during pregnancy
and by using unsterilized sharp
materials. The Ministry of Health
(MoH) has been making efforts
to control all communicable
diseases,
especially
AIDS,
through awareness campaigns.
That is why the infection rate
is decreasing. In Eritrea this
year’s World AIDs Day will be
celebrated in the port city of
Massawa on December 1st 2017
under the theme of “the Right to
Health”.
As part of the on-going efforts
to control HIV/AIDS the MoH
has planned to achieve 4 goals
until 2021. The first goal is, to
decrease the infection of HIV/
AIDS by 50%, the second is to
decrease death by HIV/AIDS by

75%, the third to increase the
distribution of ARV by more than
90% and the fourth to decrease
the transfer of HIV/AIDS from
mother to child by 90%.
To achieve these, there are
three goals which are needed to
be addressed by MoH by 2020.
First, to increase the awareness
of the people regarding HIV/
AIDS and stimulate those who
live with HIV virus to know their
conditions by taking a diagnosis
by 90%, second to increase the
intake of the ARV medicine by
90% and third to increase the
decrease of HIV virus in their
blood on those who start their
medicine by 90%.

As the WHO reports show the
infection of HIV/AIDs has been
decreasing gradually in the past
few years. In 2000, 3.2 million of
the world population was infected
by the virus. In 2005, 2.5 million
people were infected while in
2010, 2.2 million were infected.
in 2015, it reached 2.1 million
and in 2016, it went down to 1
million. By 2020 the infection
rate is expected to be less than
500,000 and in 2030 the infection
rate is projected to be 200,000.
The global death rate due to HIV
virus in 2005 was 2 million. In
2010, 1.5 million people died
and in 2015 1.1 million died,
reaching 1 million people in
2016. The death rate is expected
to drop further. It is projected to
be 500,000 by 2020 and 400,000
by 2030.
Regarding the medicine intake,
in 2000, 770,000 HIV patients in

the spread of AIDs include
raising awareness about the virus
and the disease, encouraging
voluntary testing in one of the
free testing centers in the country.
encouraging pregnant women
to be tested, and encouraging
patients to take their medicine
without interruption. The MoH
also keeps in touch with those
who are believed to be exposed to
the virus such as sex workers and
others. Whatever expense it may
entail, the government and MoH
are working to achieve success
towards
ensuring
people’s
health since a healthy society is
fundamental for a healthy nation.
Taking this into consideration
all hospitals give HIV testing
services along with the 225
stand-alone VCT’s (Voluntary
Counselling and Testing) centers
in Eritrea.
As the graph from the Ministry

the world were taking ARV. In
2005 the number went up to 2.2
million and in 2010, 7.5 were
taking ARV. By mid-2016, 18.2
million were taking ARV. In 2020
the amount of ARV distribution
is expected to increase, allowing
more patients to have access.
Accordingly, ARV intake is
expected to rise to 30 million by
2020 and 33 million by 2030.

of Health shows the number of
people who attend the VCTs
increased in 2016; however the
number varies from one year
to the other. In addition, as the
graph shows, the infection rate
was at 0.8% and today at 0.95%.
This result can be a reflection of
people’s decreased fear of the
disease and perhaps weakened
awareness campaigns.

Activities to control HIV/
AIDS are ongoing and wide.
This explains why the current
prevalence of HIV/Aids remains
lower than that of other countries
on the African continent.

Along with this the rate of HIV
positive in pregnant women in the
six Zobas is as follows in Maekel
region 1.22% were positive out
of 1225, in Debub 1.10% out of
910, 0.00 in Anseba 0% out of
695, in Gash Barka 0.74% out of
1354, in Northern Red Sea 0.99%

The program that helped control

Dr. Araya Brhane
out of 608 and Southern Red Sea
0.47% out of 212. What is so
clear is the positive rate is high
in urban areas with 1.13% out of
3455 infected people whereas in
rural settings it is 0.19% out of
1555. The rate in urban areas is
higher than the national average
of 0.95%. Globally most of those
living with HIV 95 %, live in
developing nations.
Director of Communicable
Diseases Control Division at the
Ministry of Health, Dr. Araya
Brhane said that the government,
MoH, and the people of Eritrea
have been fighting against HIV/
AIDS and are getting remarkable
results. However, the trio have
a long way to go in bringing the
HIV/Aids prevalence to zero. In
addition to this, he said that even
though HIV/AIDS is decreasing
for both sexes and different age
groups, there is a need to work
with devotion on those who are
jobless because they may be
tempted to work as prostitutes
and this may increase the
infection rate of HIV/AIDS. He
also added that rape is an issue of
a high concern. That is why the
concerned bodies of health care
in Eritrea continue to provide a
Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP)
effective within 72 hours after the
offence.
Dr. Araya finally recommended
that, every person has to know
his/her health status by taking
the diagnosis because testing
does not kill people, and those
who are infected with HIV/
AIDS need to take the disease as
a normal disease and constantly
take their medicines because
they can gain back their CD4
and become healthy again as the
medicine plays an Important role
in decreasing the amount of the
virus in the blood.
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Women’s Emancipation and Nation-building
Woman: a mother of man, a sister
of a boy, a wife of a husband, a
candle of society, a bearer of life
and humanity. Yet, women are kept
painfully silent. Last week, the
streets of many western capitals
were stormed by demonstrations
calling for a stop to violations
and
discrimination
against
women. Beneath the peaceful
demonstrations of the many victims
of violence and discrimination,
we see the horrific barbarity and
paradox of modernity. The material
prosperity of the western world
was built on the ashes of spiritual
and moral annihilation of the
many oppressed peoples. Among
the many great contradictions of
western modernization is the large
capital accumulation in the face
of spiritual and moral destruction.
Although they have already reached
the edges of modernity, women are
still confined to a depersonalizing
darkness. Many problems still
persist, whether they concern jobs,
equal payment, women’s status in
legal codes, or even just at the level
of everyday life. Many women,
including western women, still
come after men.

been at the heart of a series of
international conferences. The
Beijing declaration of 1995 was
one of the great world conferences,
focusing on areas concerning the
implementation of women’s human
rights and setting out an agenda for
women’s empowerment. In 2000,
the international community agreed
to eight time-bound development
goals to be achieved by 2015,
including a goal on gender equality,
empowerment of women, and
reduction of maternal mortality.
SDGs which officially began

The Declaration on the Elimination
of Violence against Women defines
violence against women as “any
act of gender-based violence that
results in, or is likely to result in,
physical, sexual or psychological
harm or suffering to women,
including threats of such acts,
coercion or arbitrary deprivation
of liberty, whether occurring in
public or in private life”(UN 2014:
73). Numerous studies have shown
us that with regard to genderrelated killings, discrimination, and
violence toward women, the world
has an ugly record.

implementation in January 2016
to address urgent global challenges
over the next 15 years included the
issue of women. Goal 5 of the SDGs
aims to “Achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls,”
which requires eliminating all forms
of discrimination and violence
against them, including harmful
practices.

Since the establishment of the
United Nations, equality between
men and women has been among
the most fundamental aims. The
Charter of the United Nations sets
out as one of its goals “to reaffirm
faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human
person, in the equal rights of men
and women.” Furthermore, Article
1(3) of the Charter stipulates that
one of the purposes of the United
Nations is to promote respect for
human rights and fundamental
freedoms “without distinction as
to race, sex, language or religion.”
This prohibition of discrimination
based on sex is repeated in Articles
13 and 55. Women’s rights have

Under human rights law, the
state is not only forbidden from
directly violating the human rights
of women but is also required to
ensure that right. Eritrea, a newly
independent country in the Horn of
Africa, has been working to deter,
prevent, investigate, prosecute and
punish perpetrators who commit
violence against women. The
EPLF’s understanding of women
is progressive. During the long
struggle for independence “The
EPLF believed that the social
emancipation of women could not
be seen separately from the question
of the emancipation of the entire
society” (Worku Zerai 1994: WS65). The correlation of women’s

emancipation with that of societal
emancipation was similarly adopted
by many revolutionaries in Africa.
One of Africa’s most prominent
revolutionaries, Thomas Sankara of
Burkina Faso, stated that “there is
no true social revolution without the
liberation of women. May my eyes
never see and my feet never take me
to a society where half the people
are held in silence” (as quoted in
Prairie 2007: 372).
The task of nation-building
requires the participation of all,

regardless of their race, ethnicity
or gender. Speaking on the role of
women in national life, Stein urges,
“The nation...doesn’t simply need
what we have. It needs what we
are.” In Eritrea, too, the question
of women is seen as a question
of human rights first and their
valuable contribution to the nationbuilding process second. Unlike
the development of others which
favors some and pushes others
to the margins, development in
Eritrea is not a unilateral progress.
The women of Eritrea are present
everywhere to claim their place and
give their great support, knowledge
and skill to the service of the people.
Beyond their practical participation
at work place, they are valued,
respected and admired members of
the society.
Since the eruption of the Eritrean
revolution and particularly the
emergence of the EPLF, various
barriers and harmful practices
including, among others, forced
marriage, female circumcision,
female exclusion from land and

other property rights, and legal
and traditional barriers have been
rooted out. Upon independence, the
Government of Eritrea instituted
new amendments to the Civil Code
which fundamentally altered the
status of women in Eritrea. Some of
these amendments include:
1.
Women’s legal rights to
own and inherit land,
2.
Raising the legal minimum
age of marriage from 15 years to 18
years,

3.
Men and women in
marriage have the same rights
within the family,
4.
Practices such as dowry
and bride price are prohibited
(Tsehainesh Tekle 1998: 4).
The government also prohibited
other discriminatory laws and
harmful practices that have long
served to hinder women. Previously,
under-age marriage caused great
misery to girls. Now this has been
remedied by law. Article 522(1)
orders that “a man and woman
who have not attained the full age
of eighteen years may not contract
marriage.” Article 567 of the new
legal code of Eritrea also points out
that “the spouses shall cooperate in
the interest of family, on the basis
of equal rights and responsibilities
of both sexes…” In this matter,
all traces of traditional and legal
prejudice against women have
been eliminated. The government
understands that the authenticity
and the future of the country depend
on women. They are now fighting

on every front against diseases,
hunger, poverty, foreign invaders,
and illiteracy. Eritrean women are
really freer, more liberated, more
respected, or entrusted citizens.
“Here [In Eritrea], women are
symbols of sacrifice as well
as representatives of national
modernity” (Mason 2001: 3).
“The prime objective of nationbuilding is to leave behind a society at
peace with itself and its Neighbors”
(Cheryl 2008: 8). Research
reveals that there is a correlation
between gender development and
stability. Strong performance on
gender measurements correlates
closely with high stability. Eritrea
has been portrayed as an island
of peace in the stormy Horn of
Africa. This peace and stability
does not simply arise from having
strong police and authority. Rather,
progressive approaches, and the
inclusive and participatory policy
of the government has helped offset
agony and resentment arising out
from marginalization. The strong
performance on gender parity of
Eritrea has no doubt positively
influenced the peace and stability
prevailing in the country.
Gender equality is not just
a women’s issue, it is also a
development issue. Women’s
economic empowerment is essential
for economic development, growth,
and poverty reduction not only
because of the income it generates,
but also because it helps to break
the vicious cycle of poverty.
It is impossible to think about
development and nation-building
unless the condition of women is
improved. Eritrea, well aware of
the impossibility for a bird to fly
on only one wing, has carefully
engaged women in all aspects of
development. Regarding education,
the country has achieved tremendous
progress. The National Education
Policy (2003) states that “Education
in Eritrea is a fundamental human
right and a lifelong process by
which all individuals are given
opportunities to attain their potential
as all rounded citizens” (pp. 4). It
further states that “The government
shall work towards the elimination
of gender disparity at all levels of
the education system. Sustainable
socio-economic
development
cannot be realized without the full
participation of women, which

continued on page 5
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Museums and Society: Experiences drawn from the Northern Red Sea Regional Museum
Abraham Zerai
A museum a non-profit,
permanent institution in the service
of society and its development
acquires, conserves, researches,
communicates and exhibits for
purposes of study, education and
enjoyment the material evidence
of people and their environment.
Such broad conventional definition
as adopted by the 16th general
assembly of the International
Council of Museums in 1989
has prompted many museums
to fit into this description. The
conception of a museum in
Eritrea, as a matter of fact, is not
based on a different premise. In
an attempt to explore the role of
a museum in the Eritrean society,
an account is provided to outline
the experiences of the Northern
Red Sea Regional Museum in this
article.
The Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum was opened in 2000 on
the 10th anniversary of the Fenkil
Operation to exhibit natural
resources of the Northern Red
Sea, its cultural diversity as well
as its archaeological and historical
bounties. The activities of the
Regional Museum eventually

evolved to accommodate outreach programs and research
pursuits that culminated in public
support and engagement. Of the
numerous activities assumed by
the Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum, a sketch of different
perspectives is provided to
highlight the experiences of the
museum to the public.
As far as the relationship
between museums and society
is concerned, it is expected that
museums create relationships
by welcoming people as active
participants. Networks with the
society are forged as outreach

Fig.1. Outreach Programs in Karora(Left): Donation of Cultural Objects by the Public( Right)

the general public from the remote
areas of the northern extremes of
the region to the formidable and
inaccessible islands and inlets
across the Red Sea Coast of

engagement.
A remarkable public support
of enhancing the collections of
the Regional Museum has been
witnessed from these ventures

Fig.3.Commemoration of the International Museum Day in Massawa
programs are constantly replicated.
The Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum has pursued multiple
initiatives aimed at enlightening

Eritrea. The museum has drawn
much of its collection acquisition
procedures on the arrangement
of ventures of active public

Fig.2. Seminars to the Youth (top) and the Eritrean Defence Forces (bottom)

explained in terms of donations of
cultural materials by people from
many corners of the Northern
Red Sea Region. The knowledge,
skill and experience of the local
population have also equally
contributed to the enhancement of
representations of various cultural
materials from different ethnic
groups inhabiting the region.
The
knowledge
and
understanding
of
societies
are expected to be shaped
by museums by taking into
account the political, cultural,
legal, ethical and economic
significance.
In this respect,
the mission of museums should
reflect the realities of societies
and countries. Of a particular
importance in the Eritrean reality
is the role of museums in the
country in the nation building
process. In Eritrea where national
identity fosters mutual respect and
tolerance, museums are expected
to contribute towards an authentic
representation of the prehistory,
history and culture of the nation.
Accordingly, the Northern Red
Sea Regional Museum has over
the years exerted efforts to engage
people, particularly the youth, and
the army, in awareness raising
programs. Such efforts have

A column prepared in collaboration with the Eritrea’s culture and sports commission

enabled the museum to reach
important segments of the society
in as much as instigating the
appreciation of heritage values as
well as their role in safeguarding
elements of cultural heritage in
the region.
Another intriguing feature of
engaging the public with the
Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum involves the participation
of the local population in several
research projects pursued in the
region. The involvement of the
local populations of Afta and
Zula in the Adulis project as well
as of the Buia environs in the
Buia Paleo-anthropological and
archaeological ventures has not
only allowed the local population
to appreciate the values of cultural
heritage in their respective
localities but also enabled them to
be involved in various aspects of
the project that in turn led to the
building of strong networks with
the Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum.
Local
population
involvement in scientific ventures
equally benefitted the museum
and the public in as much as the
educative platforms created by
permanent exhibitions can offer.
The
safeguarding
and
preservation of elements of
cultural heritage is further
assumed as a role by museums
across the globe. The interaction
of museums with different
stakeholders therefore becomes
paramount. The Northern Red Sea
Regional Museum has identified a
number of stakeholders in these
pursuits. Two important instances
are mentioned here to indicate
stakeholders’
involvement.
The Integrated Management of
Resources Scheme has for example
allowed the regional museum to

continued on page 5
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local news
Keren: Youths Training

Workshop on Controlling Aftermath of Natural Calamities
Eritrean experts organized a workshop focusing on the causes and consequences as well as managing the aftermath of
natural calamities. The workshop that went underway in the port city of Massawa focused on indentifying and conducting
research on natural calamities that may occur in the Northern Red Sea region and raising popular awareness.
Research papers on climate and environmental changes, types and behavior of natural calamities, causes and
consequences as well as means and ways of minimizing the aftermath were presented by experts on the field.
The experts noted that disasters that may occur alongside the seashores are mainly due to marine pollution, unsupervised
development activities alongside the seashores, overfishing and damage of mangroves as well as improper exploitation
of marine resources.
They also gave briefing on the potential earthquakes and volcanoes in the Northern Red Sea region and the need to
identify the causes and make integrated effort in controlling them.

132 youths in Keren received a three-month long training on subjects
pertaining to photography, video shooting, video editing, computer
maintenance, solar panel installation and beauty salon
The branch Head of the National Union of Eritrean Youth and Students in
Anseba region, Mr. Azazi Bereket, noted during the graduation ceremony
that the training is a continuation of the effort being made to enhance the
capacity of the youth.
In related news, 42 women in Adi Tekelezan sub zone received similar
training.

Women’s Emancipation . . .

For Increased Community Participation in Development Drive

Meetings targeting enhanced community participation in national development drive were conducted in Massawa,
Ginda’e, Foro and Nakfa sub-zones.
The PFDJ Secretary in the Northern Red Sea, Mr. Haile Tewoldebrhan, called on the public to enhance participation in
development undertakings. Noting that a number of development programs aimed at enhancing higher production were
implemented this year, he said that pertinent research was carried out with a view to identifying the programs that could
promote fundamental change in the lives of citizens.
The sub-zonal Administrators presented activity report regarding the development undertakings, including the
construction of infrastructure facilities and the renovation of water catchments, potable water supply, and the planting
of tree seedlings among others.
The participants voiced readiness to back-up the ongoing development programs in their areas and called for the
renovation of the road linking Foro with Igla, as well as the expansion of city bus transportation service.

Museums and Society . .
continued from page 4

continued from page 3
comprise half of the population”
(pp. 6).
Women are the indispensible part
of a society. Education has been
recognized as an essential agent
of social change and development
in any society. Hence, to think of
harmonious development without
educating women is impossible.
Beyond their attainment of
individual rights, girls’ education
has also proven to be a remarkably
effective catalyst for social
development and economic
growth in Eritrea.
Eritrea, a country guided by a
policy of social justice and selfreliance, has no greater aim than
ensuring justice and has no one

other force to look to than its
own citizens for progress and
improvement. The development
strategy of the country has aimed
at improving the socio-economic
conditions of the population.
In Eritrea, the rights of women
are enshrined in law and are
increasingly respected in the
society. The issue of women is a
major social issue. The National
Charter of Eritrea stipulates
that “Eritrea cannot modernize
without the full participation of
Eritrean women… The solidarity
between women and men, which
did miracles during the struggle,
should become the basis for the
new Eritrea.” As it was envisaged
in the National Charter, Eritrea
is a country where both genders
increasingly live in equality,
harmony, peace, and prosperity.
Simon Weldemichael

be engaged with the ministries of
Agriculture, Marine Resources,
Tourism and Land, Water and
Enivironment to realize the
safeguarding of heritage resources.
Similarly, the Northern Red Sea
Regional Museum has also been
engaged on different occasions
with custom duty authorities to
prevent the probable illicit transfer
and export of cultural heritage
properties. These activities mainly
featured organizing seminars to
custom duty officers to raise their
awareness on the values of heritage
and build concerted efforts to
curtail probable incidences of
illicit export of heritage objects.
While outreach programs
and stakeholders involvement
in the pursuits of the Northern
Red Sea Regional Museum
created a stimulation of public
consciousness, the creation of
permanent display and exhibition
venues has equally instigated
a growing visitor culture from
all walks of life over the years.
The Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum has worked to develop
an exhibition encompassing
materials from all segments
of human history as well as

specimens representing the natural
resources of the region. The
location of the regional museum
in the port city of Massawa has
enabled frequentation of different
sections of the Eritrean society
and the Diaspora in as much as the
organized visitations by groups
of tourists from different corners
of the world. In this respect, the
regional museum over the years
has worked to stimulate public
learning process and enjoyment
coupled by the constant evolution
of the exhibition platform and its
interpretive schemes.
A different perspective to
explore the relationship of the
Northern Red Sea Regional
Museum with the society concerns
the observation of the International
Museum Day. The Regional
Museum has taken this event as a
major platform to actively engage
segments of the society in order to
build fruitful networks with it. The
event has been commemorated
under several themes across the
years to emphasize harmony
in societies, celebration of
traditional performances and oral
histories as well as development
and prosperity in societies. The
promotion of these universal
practices of heritage preservation
and its contextualization with

local realities has enabled the
regional museum to address these
themes with the wider society.
In concluding remarks, it should
be noted here that the instances
mentioned in the article have
been highlighted to indicate how
a scheme of this nature could be
consistently simulated to bring
about desired outputs as far as the
relationship between museums
and society is concerned. The
achievements of the Northern
Red Sea Regional Museum are
quite commendable given the
nascent nature of the museum.
The constant replication of these
series of activities is required
to attain the stimulation of a
museum culture both in the
region and across the country.
The experiences of the Northern
Red Sea Regional Museum were
drawn here to arouse similar
pursuits as the role of museums
in society is often shaped by
time and extent of space. The
writer expresses his gratitude to
the Director of Cultural Heritage
and the Regional Museum in the
region Mr Yohannes Gebreyesus
for allowing him utilize the
available resources to explore
the experiences of the regional
museum and its relationship with
society.
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AZEL PHARMACEUTICAL SH.CO

•

Maintains vendor lists, current catalogs, product information and purchase
order records for reference in order to identify best deals for the Company;

•

Invites/conducts bids, solicits and gathers quotes, documents vendor
responses and prepares and sends purchase orders after ensuring that
specifications, quantities, prices, trading terms and conditions, lead-time
etc. clearly and accurately defined

•

Promptly informs, advices, and transfers all necessary documents to
imports coordinator to assist timely orders and deliveries;

•

Maintains a meticulous, accurate and up-to-date filing, recording and
monitoring systems of all correspondences, documents, shipments etc.
relating to purchases;

•

Maintains and promotes mutually beneficial long-term partnerships with
suppliers and the business community to foster lasting and conducive
business environment;

•

Maintains a close liaison with counterparts with in the Company and
suppliers in order to ensure coordinated purchasing process;

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Azel Pharmaceutical Sh. Co. is inviting interested applicants for the following positions
1.

Sourcing and Purchasing Analyst
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s degree in Materials/Business/Operations
Management,

		

Economics or Accounting.

EXPERIENCE: 3 + years of professional work in a related role.
SKILLS
•

Proven negotiation skills having recent significant accomplishment.

•

High proficiency in business communications both written and oral.

•

Strong conceptual understanding of business and accounting.

PLACE OF WORK: Asmara with frequent travels to Keren.

•

Good knowledge of procurement procedures, rules and best practice.

SALARY: As per Company salary scale.

•

Mastery of computer use including MS-Office Applications.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

2.

•

Regularly assesses the supply market for potential suppliers and maintains a
database of required goods and services, recommended suppliers, prices, etc.

•

Negotiates with suppliers for best deals, drafts detailed supply contracts, and
monitors supplier performance.

•

Develops and maintains constructive and cooperative working relationships with
existing and potential suppliers to ensure continual improvement in sourcing.

•

Monitors the purchasing process including evaluation of offers and selection of
suppliers to ensure compliance with procedures and attain best value for money,
efficiency, transparency and accountability.

•

Tracks and analyses the costs of procurement and exploits cost saving potentials
to the maximum advantage of the company.

Note to Applicants:
All applicants must have proof of demobilization or exemption from the National
Service.
Interested applicants should submit their applications, CV and within 10 days from the
date of publication in the newspaper through the following address.
Azel Pharmaceutical Sh. Co. Asmara: P.O. Box 6799		
Tel: 120028/120029
Azel Pharmaceutical Sh. Co. Keren: P.O. Box 89			
Tel:
400234/401994

Purchasing Officer
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s degree in Materials/Business/Operations
Management,

		

Economics or Accounting.

EXPERIENCE: 3 + years in procurement/purchasing related jobs, preferably in
a
		

manufacturing organization.

SKILLS

Boart Longyear Eritrea Ltd. hereby invites interested bidders for
viewing of items on sale at our Boart Longyear Premises:
Alfa Romeo
DEB MBR 01 St.171 – 5 No.4
P.O.Box Asmara, Eritrea
Asmara,Eritrea
Open day for viewing: Monday 4th December, 2017

•

Excellent Business Communication, verbal and oral in English.

•

Working knowledge of negotiation, contract formation and
administration.

•

Good knowledge of International Procurement Procedures, rules and
best practice.

Time: 08:00 AM to 06:00 PM Local time
Bids must be deposited in the Bid Offer Box at the Reception area,
Alfa Romeo, Deb Mbr 01, St. 171-5 No. 4 Asmara, Eritrea, on or before Wednesday 6th December, 2017 @ 10:30 AM local time.
For Further Information Contact:

•

Business judgment and decision making skills,

The Office of – Boart Longyear Eritrea

•

Mastery of computer use and MS Office applications.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
•

Sale of Used Motor Vehicles and Truck

Coordinates and administers foreign purchase requisitions made by
departments to enable efficient and timely deliveries;

Tel: +291 1 121950
Or email
Email: yazdonqul.hasanov@boartlongyear.com
Email: elizabeth.asfaha@boartlongyear.com
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3 . Job Requirements

JOB DESCRIPTION

Official Job Title:
Grade (Classified)

Education:
Operations Specialist
Station: Asmara, Eritrea
NO-C

Duty

Post Number:
Full Time/Part Time:
Regular/Temporary

21379
Full Time
Regular
One Year (Renewable based on satisfactory
performance)
Duration:
No expectancy of automatic renewal in
accordance with UN Staff Regulations 4.5
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS VACANCAY IS FOR NATIONALS OF
ERITREA ONLY.
Closing Date:
8 December 2017 at 5 PM Eritrea time
1.

Organizational Setting

The Operations Specialist (OS) post is located in the Eritrea Country Offices
(CO) and reports to the Representative. The OS supports the implementation
of all aspects of CO management and operations, finance, administration,
procurement, information technology, and human resources.
2.

Job Purpose

The OS supports a fully accountable, smoothly functioning, well-managed and
results-oriented CO, and facilitates programme implementation and delivery by
providing for the operational needs of programmes and projects. The OS actively
participates in inter-agency coordination to ensure UNFPA’s need in common
systems and service issues are met. S/he fosters a collaborative, client-oriented
approach towards the CO’s programme team and UN community, and supports
effective communication and cooperation with Headquarters (HQ). The OS
manages the operations team and closely collaborates with the CO’s programme
staff.
2.

7

Main Tasks & Responsibilities

•
Supports the process of meeting operational and staffing requirements
for the implementation of the country programme and its component projects
by participating in design and review meetings and assessing operational and
administrative capacities of executing agencies. Assists the achievement of
programme and project results facilitating operational aspects of project inputs
under national execution in terms of personnel, sub-contracts, equipment, fellowships, study tours and other project-related events.
•
Facilitates the strategic and efficient management of office and programme
financial resources through planning and tracking of available resources exercising
appropriate financial control and ensuring corporate financial policies are met and reporting
structures established and maintained. Ensures optimal staffing of office and projects
through timely provision and training of human resources applying best practice HR tools
and mechanisms and advising on appropriate contract modalities. Advises on HR policies
and benefits and implements and monitors corporate HR policies and systems including
performance management.
•
Contributes to optimal staffing of office and projects through timely provision
and training of human resources and advising on HR policies. Ensures timely provision
of goods and services for office and projects by managing the procurement process,
recommending best approach and contracting modalities, evaluating cost effectiveness and
providing support in negotiating agreements. Oversees management of UNFPA assets and
facilities.
•
Monitors the implementation of corporate systems and applications in support
of finance and human resource management and country office operations and proposes
training of staff and project personnel. Promotes network relationships for accessing and
sharing knowledge in the country office, as well as between the country office and HQ.
•
Supports timely provision of goods and services for office and projects by
managing the procurement process, recommending best approach and contracting
modalities, evaluating cost effectiveness and providing support in negotiating agreements.
Actively participates in the management of UNFPA assets and facilities.
•
Promotes that UNFPA’s interests are considered in common systems activities
relating to common services and premises, cost recovery, cost-sharing arrangements,
privileges and immunities, entitlement and salary surveys, security etc. by participating
actively in inter-agency meetings and working groups.

Advanced degree in business administration, public administration, finance, human
resources, information technology or a related field.
Knowledge and Experience:
•
Five years of progressively responsible professional experience in administration,
finance or office management.
•
Strong analytical and leadership skills.
•
Strong verbal and written communication skills in English.
•
Proficiency in current office software applications and corporate IT systems.
Values:
•
Exemplifying integrity
•
Demonstrating commitment to UNFPA and the UN system
•
Embracing cultural diversity
•
Embracing change
Core Competencies:
•
Achieving results
•
Being accountable
•
Developing and applying professional expertise/ business acumen
•
Thinking analytically and strategically
•
Working in teams/ managing ourselves and our relationships
•
Communicating for impact
Managerial Competencies:
•
Providing strategic focus
•
Engaging internal/ external partners and stakeholders
•
Leading, developing and empowering people/ creating a culture of performance
•
Making decisions and exercising judgment
Functional Skill Set:
•
Managing the organization’s financial resources
•
Developing ICT standards and applications
•
Providing procurement services
•
Ensuring facilities and assets management
Languages:
Fluency in oral and written English. Proficiency in current office software applications
and corporate IT systems, such as Atlas/PeopleSoft.

UNFPA Work Environment
UNFPA provides a work environment that reflects the values of gender equality,
teamwork, Embracing diversity in all its forms, integrity and a healthy balance of work
and life. We are committed to maintaining our balanced gender distribution and therefore
encourage women to apply. UNFPA promotes equal opportunities for all including
persons with disabilities.
Disclaimer
WARNING TO APPLICANTS: UNFPA does not charge any application, processing,
training, interviewing, testing or other fee in connection with the application or recruitment
process. Should you have received a solicitation for the payment of a fee, please disregard
it. Furthermore, please note that emblems, logos, names and addresses are easily copied
and reproduced. Therefore, you are advised to apply particular care when submitting
personal information on the web. Should you feel that you have received a fraudulent
notice, letter or offer that makes use of the name or logo of UNFPA, you may submit a
report through the UNFPA fraud hotline http://www.unfpa.org/help/hotline.cfm
HOW TO APPLY:
UNFPA has established an electronic application management system. This allows
applicants to create a candidate profile, which can be updated regularly and submitted for
more than one vacancy.
Download the Step by Step Guide to Applying in the E-Recruit System of UNFPA at
http://www.unfpa.org/employment. Please print out the Guide for your reference during
the registration and application process.
Notice: There is no application, processing or other fee at any stage of the
application process. UNFPA does not solicit or screen for information in respect of
HIV or AIDS and does not discriminate on the basis of HIV/AIDS status.
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W hy Not Painting & N umbering ?

Asmait Futsumbrhan

so far and the feedback you get
from the audience…

From painting beautiful flowers in her kindergarten classes, she has won the 2015
intercollege art contests. “….and it was only my second painting ever!” she adds
explaining how that moment proved to her that she can do a lot more if she is
dedicated to it. The 23 year old discovered her talent for art at a young age; however,
she decided to give full attention to education and earned her diploma in Math. Lul
Gafre, now teaches at a Junior School in a provincial town.

I have had numerous exhibitions
with groups. But I haven’t had a
solo exhibition and I hope that I
would get to see that very soon.
I had some great feedback which
included some great critiques and
advice. It is nice to be part of a
group of professionals who would
share their talents. Discussing
with artists, sharing ideas is one
way to upgrade your skill and
work for a much better outcome.

Today, we have here with us this young passionate girl who is dedicated to become
one of great artist of our time while giving a 100% to teaching.

How difficult is it to teach
students who are almost your
age?
I teach at the Atkelezan Junior
School. As it is a place which is a
bit distant from the city, there are
students who are a bit older for
the level. However, they have the
will to learn and become better no
matter who teaches them. I had the
feeling that I would be troubled
by students who are as old as me
or even bigger physically, but no.
How did you get to art?
When I was in the kindergarten,
I used to draw some good pictures
which indicated that I have the
talent for art. I remember my
teachers called my mother to
tell her to support me to be good
in art. My mother then started
to get me in to art courses and
motivated me to work hard on
it. I feel like it is because of her
persistent support and drive that I
am where I am today. She told me
to work hard on it, to upgrade my
skills through any means. By the
time I was in elementary school,
there was an art course conducted
by both the UNICEF and Alliance
France, in which I participated
for almost two years. I also took
numerous crush courses but soon
after I stopped since I wanted
to focus on my studies until I
joined college. Soon after getting
into the EIT College, I took
another course at the Satreb Art
School before participating in the
intercollege festival art contest
where I came to be the winner.

finished. I added details and ideas
at it until I finally presented it
on the festival in 2015. It was a
painting that reflected the unity of
the diverse ethnicity and religion
of our country titled “unity in
plurality” translated as Whdet
bzuhnet. I was happy not only
that it was the time that gave me
hope that I can be good in art or
that my family had the moral to
motivate me even more in the
profession, but it was only my
second painting ever. It proved to
me that I can do well if I work on
it. I was even more interested and
motivated to be involved in art.
How do you manage both your
professions since being a teacher
and an artist are two different
things?
To be honest, I am not as
involved as I want to be in Art
since I have to teach and I am
away from home for the week.
Teaching is not an easy job, it

exams and correcting. Also, math
is all about the mind. It needs
dedication as well as constant
practice. That is why I don’t
find the time to exercise painting
as much as I would love to.
Nevertheless, I do my best to be
active. I love being an artist and
it doesn’t take me much time to
adjust to it even after being away
from my brushes for a long time.
What type of Art do you
follow?
Realism
and
Byzantine,
definitely. Realism is the type
of art that captures and reflects
reality. It is the type of art that
people understand easily, and this
makes it easier to pass on your
message. Byzantine also is a type
of art where proportions are not of
much concern, it mostly focuses
on eyes to express feelings. For
instance, if you see the paintings in
churches, closely they sometimes
paint God with big eyes to reflect

that God can see everything and
his innocence. Also, one of the
people who inspired me to be an
artist is Michel Adonai; he mostly
works with realism and byzantine.
Actually, my 2015 intercollege
winner painting was a byzantine.
What do you think is the reason
we don’t have female painters?
Yes, we luck the number
of female artists especially
in painting. I think one of the
main reasons may be that there
is no awareness in our society.
Certainly there are many talented
artists, they even try to get into
the profession for a short time.
However, when they get married,
they tend to become stay-at-home
moms giving up all their dreams.
It is sad, I’m sure they could have
become great artists if they had
the support. People even tell me
that I am going to be just like the
other artists but I plan not to.
The exhibitions you have had

What do you think should be
done to improve the standard of
art?
Well, I think that we have
talented artists who started from
scratch. We don’t have many
art schools that can produce a
number of professional artists. It
would be helpful to establish good
art schools even at college levels
for the talented artists’ dreams
to be realized. We do have the
potential, but potential alone isn’t
enough to upgrade the standard
here. I think that art should be
supported with education.
Anything at last?
I hope to have an exhibition of
my own soon. I would also like
to thank my family and friends
for all their support and I wish
to make everyone proud. Again,
I wish that more female artists
would flourish so that our number
as artists would grow.

What was the painting about?
It is a painting that took just
too long to complete. I had the
idea and sketched it back when
I was in Sawa, but, it was never

makes a person busy. Starting
from preparing the lessons to the

unity in plurality
winner of the 2015
intercollege Art Contest

2nd place winner of the conscious youth
circle contest

